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H g0) can be created through the use of second or
higher Born approximations. Because of the ex-
treme smallness of the scattering length as com-
pared to the de Broglie wavelength of the neutron,
it is reasonable to expect that the cross section
for emitting any transverse wave should be much
smaller than the corresponding cross section for
a longitudinal wave. Thus, the existing measure-
ments of total cross sections'y4 already give an
indication that these excitations are longitudinal
waves. However, because of our limited knowledge
concerning the unusual behavior of He II, it is
desirable to have a direct experimental determi. -
nation of the helicity of these excitations as dis-
cussed above. If experimentally one finds that
both the long-wavelength (k(1 A ') excitations and
the short-wavelength ones (k-2 A ') have zero as
their longitudinal angular momentum (helicity)
quantum number, then perhaps it would be clari-
fying to use the same name "phonon" for all of
these excitations and regard the variation of E(k)
as just a syecial form of dispersion relation.
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Notional narrowing and invariance of the sec-
ond moment to motional narrowing have been
observed for the F'e nuclear resonance line
shapes in powdered CaFI and Teflon due to rapid
rotation of the samyle. '

In the usual nuclear resonance experiment one

finds that internal motion within the sample is
evidenced by a decrease in the sample's ob-
served nuclear resonance line width and its sec-
ond moment. s However, from the Van Vleck
expression for the second moment, one expects
the second moment to be invariant to internal
motion or rotation of the samyle since the mo-
tional part of the Hamiltonian for the sample
commutes with the total spin oyerator. It can
be shown that internal motion increases the
fourth moment, ~ which implies that the central
portion of the resonance line narrows while the
wings increase. The motional modulation of the
resonance line produces side bands which add to
the wings of the line. The motional contribution
of the wings is too weak to be observed because
the internal motion has a broad frequency spec-
trum and thus the side band contribution to the
wings is spread over a broad frequency range.
However, the nuclear magnetic resonance line
shape for a solid sample rotating at a constant
angular speed + should show sharp side bands
at frequencies related to + .

Consider a solid containing a single magneti-
cally active nuclear species placed in a uniform
magnetic field Hex. If the magnetic interaction
among the nuclei is purely dipolar, the Hamilto-
nian' describing the solid is (ignoring internal
motion and nonsecular terms)

X =Kg++i

Xg= ~~HcSz&

X)=2 Q (A ks ~

ksB+.k .ssk ))JZ Z

a.k = -M. .
k

= —,(y'S*/r. k')(2 cos*e.
k -1);

r k is the vector connecting the jth and kth nuclei,
.
k is the angle r.k makes with the z axis, and y

is the gyromagneIic ratio of the nuclear species.
If the saxople is rotating about an axis oriented

at an angle 8& with respect to How, the addition
theorem for Legendre polynomials yields

(2 cos*e k -1)= —,
' (2 cos'8& —l)(3 cos*e&k' -1)

+ I sin 28& sin 28&k'cos(p&k'-tost)

+ I sin'8H sin*8 k'cos[2(yp'-tost)], (2)

where 8 &' is the angle bebreen r I, and the axis
of rotat/on. Calculations using the Hamiltonian
derived from (1) and (2) are hampered by X, not
commuting with itself at all times. Using the
technique of Lowe and Norberg, ' the free induc-
tion decay and thus the line shape can be calcu-
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lated for the case of A ~ =0 for all j and k. The
results are that

I I I I I I I I I

)
(p, (t))=- o o g ?Icosi B. (t')dt'/2l~, (3)

0

the integration in Eq. (3) being trivial. For 8&
=0, (p, (t)) is independent of the spinning syeed
of the samyle. The inclusion of A

&
in the calcu-

lation will not change this result. For 8&= arc
cos (1/WS) =54.7, (p (t)) is a periodic function
with a frecluency f . One might facetiously call
the extra signals "spinning echoes. " The cor-
responding line shape has side bands at f and
multiples off . The inclusion of A.

&
in the cal-

culation for 8B=54 7 can be shown to make the
amplitude of the spinning echoes decay, but it
does aot wash them out completely. For 8&
=90', the line shape displays side bands at 2f
and multiples of 2f . Excluding the side band
contribution to the line shape, the calculations
show the line shape to be narrowed by a factor of
two. The inclusion of A

& in the calculation is
again expected to change the amplitude of the side
bands, but not their position.

Line shape measurements on syinniag samples
were made by observing the free induction de-
cays of the spinning samyles using a standard
spin-echo apparatus. ' The apparatus was oyer-
ated at 80 Mc/sec, had a 'crossed coil rf head
and a square-law detector and produced rf pulses
lasting 4 @sec that were able to nutate the Fi~

nuclei of the sample by 90'. The applied mag-
netic field Ho was determined to be homogeneous
enough that it did not contribute noticeably to the
nuclear magnetic resonance line shape of the
solid. The samples were spun at speeds up to 7
kc by using them as rotors of an air-driven tur-
bine. The samples were cylinders 7 mm wide,
7 mm in diameter, and had nylon bearings, and
spun on phosyhor bronze axles. The spinning
frequency was limited only by the strength of the
sample. The orientation of the spinning axis
could be varied with resyect to the applied mag-
netic field Ho. The curves displayed in Figs. 1
and 2 are the free induction decay shapes for
spinning and nonspinning samples, and their
corresponding Fourier transforms (which are
the cw, nuclear magnetic resonance line shapes~).
It may be noted first that to within the resolution
of the drawings (and the original data), the free
induction decays have the same initial second
derivative. Thus the corresponding cw line
shapes have the same second moment, and the
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FIG. 1. Free induction decays for spi»&ng ~a~
nonspin~&ng samples of powdered CaF2 and their
Fourier transforms. The cuxves are corrected for
instrumental nonlinearities.

second moment is invariant to motional narrow-
ing in this case. It is further observed that when

8&=0, the free induction decay and line shape
are the same for the spinning and nonsyinning
case. When 8& =54.7', the free induction decays
show a series of peaks or "spinning echoes" at
T, 2T, etc. , and the cw line shape's central
portion narrows while the intensity in the wings
inc eas a apyrox a ly w, 2+, etc. For
8&-90', the free induction decay is seen to
lengthen and the central portion of the cw line
shaye to narrow correspondingly. One may
reasonably interpret the shoulders on the cw
line shape to be due to the side band contribution
t2 .
With further refinement of this spinning tech-

nique and its theory, one might use it to study
nondiyolar contributions to line shapes in solids.
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FIG. 2. Free induction decays for spi»&~g ~~
nonspi»i~g samples of TeQon and their Fourier trans-
form. The curves are corrected for instrumental
nonlinearities.
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Measurements of neutron inelastic scattering
by a classical liquid yrovide access to the details
of the atomic motions in the liquid, by way of
time-dependent correlation functions introduced
by Van Hove. ' The author has discussed some
features of these correlation functions in con-
nection with a series of experiments' on the iso-
topic pair —light water which scatters incoherently,
and heavy water which scatters coherently. These
functions have also been discussed by Vineyard. ~

The partial differential neutron scattering cross
sections are Fourier transforms over space and
time of the time-dependent correlations, ' and
essentially are functions only of neutron energy
transfer and momentum transfer, i.e., of co

=It (Ec -E') and Q =k -k', where Eo, E', %, k'
are, respectively, the ingoing and outgoing neu-
tron energies and wave vectors. The coherent
cross sections are determined by the pair cor-
relation function, which classically is "the prob-
ability that, given an atom at position zero at time
zero, any atom is at position r at time t." The
incoherent cross sections are determined by the
self-correlation function, which classically is
"the probability that, given an atom at position
zero at time zero, the same atom is at position
r'at time t."

The experiments' led to the conclusion that the
qualitative behavior of the cross sections is
largely determined by the asymptotic behavior
of the correlation functions at very small times
and at large times. Because the correlation func-
tions for any system (solid, liquid, or gas) change
very rapidly at small times, the scattering con-
tains an inelastic component which, for a classi-
cal system at a given large Q, is almost inde-
yendent of the state of the system, being deter-
mined by the temperature and by the mass of the
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